
   

   Sync
Inspection Access &
Reporting Streamlined.

Centralize Your Inspect ions

Scheduling and asset details transfer to the inspector 
for rapid inspections. Completed inspections transfer 
in for quick sharing and easy inspection access!

Link all your portable systems or incoming contractor 
work to a central project. Set Sync to work with 
multiple inspection databases, such as sewer and 
storm or manhole and culverts.

Boost Product ivity

Reduce wasted time managing hard drives or other 
media, that are often physically misplaced, damaged 
or are disorganized.

Tracking and Not ificat ions

Sync tracks all details with a comprehensive audit 
trail and can send an email notification if there is an 
interruption. This reduces clean-up and QC efforts, 
and ensures your inspections are where you want 
them, when you want them.

Automate Data Organizat ion

ITpipes Sync eliminates the need to manually 
merge, upload and organize your inspections! Data 
organizing, transporting hard drives, merging, 
uploading etc. can take more time and effort than 
actually performing the inspection.  ITpipes Sync 
can automatically merge new inspections from the 
field into the office for streamlined inspection 
access and reporting!

Mult iple Departments ? Mult iple Contractors

ITpipes Sync is deployed for agencies with multiple 
departments, by contractors with multiple projects 
and clients, and by clients looking to integrate 
inspections into other systems. With automated 
management of your underground asset 
inspections, Sync lets you set it and monitor!
Automatic Information Upload

Comprehensive inspection information is 
automatically uploaded, when complete, for pipe 
inspection QA/QC and review. After initial 
configuration, inspection projects are synced
with little to no direct involvement.
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Pipeline Inspect ions. Act ionable Intelligence. 



Inspections when & where
you need them with
Cartegraph, Cityworks, Infor, 
Lucity, & Tyler Tech.

   

   
   

 

 

          ITpipes Mobile -
Easy Inspections

Expedite inspections and boost 
performance with ITpipes Mobile. This 
powerful software is compatible with 
the majority of camera systems on the 
market and is NASSCO and SPICAP 
certified. 

         Fully hosted, on-demand, and SaaS, 
ITpipes Cloud securely stores and 
archives your pipe inspection data and 
videos for easy access anytime, 
anywhere. On-premise, local storage or 
client hosted cloud storage is also an 
option with ITpipes applications.

ITpipes Cloud - 
SaaS or Local
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         ITpipes Web - 
Dynamic Reporting

ITpipes Web offers unlimited, 
drill-down filtering and SmartTabs to 
quickly display inspection results. As 
inspections sync, corresponding 
assets are color coded and displayed 
on the included map. Instantly create 
reports and export to share inspection 
data with others.

Inspections When and 
Where you Need them.
Seamless integration with Cityworks, 

Cartegraph, Infor, Lucity, and Tyler Tech.
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